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Hybrid DFT calculationExperimental and theoretical studies indicate that water molecules between redox partners can signiﬁcantly
affect their electron-transfer and possibly also the triplet–triplet energy transfer (TTET) properties when in the
vicinity of chromophores. In the present work, the interaction of an intervening water molecule with the
peridinin triplet state in the peridinin–chlorophyll a–protein (PCP) from Amphidinium carterae is studied by
using orientation selective 2H electron spin echo envelope modulation (ESEEM) spectroscopy, in conjunction
with quantum mechanical calculations. This water molecule is located at the interface between the chlorophyll
and peridinin pigments involved in the photoprotectionmechanism (Chl601(602)–Per614(624), for nomenclature
see reference [1]), based on TTET. The characteristic deuteriummodulation pattern is observed in the electron spin-
echo envelopes for the PCP complex exchanged against 2H2O. Simulations of the time- and frequency-domain two-
pulse and three-pulse ESEEM require two types of coupled 2H. The more strongly coupled 2H has an isotropic cou-
pling constant (aiso) of−0.4 MHz. This Fermi contact contribution for one of the twowater protons and the precise
geometry of thewatermolecule at the interface between the chlorophyll andperidinin pigments, resulting from the
analysis, provide experimental evidence for direct involvement of this structuredwatermolecule in themechanism
of TTET. The PCP antenna, characterised by a unity efﬁciency of the process, represents a model for future
investigations on protein- and solvent-mediated TTET in the ﬁeld of natural/artiﬁcial photosynthesis.
© 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Important electron transfer and energy transfer processes, including
photoprotection via triplet–triplet energy transfer (TTET), occur in natural
photosynthesis and provide the basis for the energy conversion process
[2]. They have been widely studied in a variety of protein complexes, as
well as in biomimetic systems.Mimicking nature by constructing artiﬁcial
photosynthetic systems is an important research area where a detailed
understanding of electron/energy transfer processes is invaluable [3–5].
The magnitude of the electronic coupling that governs the transfer reac-
tions depends on several relevant factors, i.e., the electronic structure
and the energies of the donor and acceptor groups, as well as the dis-
tance and orientation between them. Among these factors, the elec-
tronic structure and geometry of the intervening medium between
the partners involved in the transfer must also be considered. In pro-
teins, the surrounding residues and bridging molecules, including39 049 827 5161.
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ights reserved.water, provide important pathways to ﬁnely optimise the electron/
energy transfer efﬁciency [6].
Water enjoys a unique position as a medium for electron transfer. It
can affect electron transfer rates by means of its electrostatic and quan-
tummechanical interactions with the redox partners. While several ex-
perimental and theoretical studies have focused on the efﬁciency of
water in mediating electron-transfer processes in proteins and in bio-
inspired supramolecular systems, with speciﬁc attention to its inﬂuence
on the distance dependence of the electron transfer rates [7–13], only a
small number of investigations have been carried out so far on solvent-
mediated TTET [14–17].
The TTET process, based on Dexter's exchange mechanism [18], can
be formalised as a simultaneous double electron transfer between the
lowest unoccupiedmolecular orbitals (LUMOs) and the highest occupied
molecular orbitals (HOMOs) and can be characterised by a non-adiabatic
rate constant which depends on the exchange integral between the two
electrons and thus on the electronic distribution over the molecular
architecture involved in the process [19,20]. The overlap between
wavefunctions may become critical at even shorter distances for TTET
as compared to electron transfer. For this reason, superexchangemodels
involving a bridge or themedium interposed between the donor and the
acceptor molecules, which have been extensively discussed for electron
transfer reactions [21], become even more important when describing
TTET [22–27].
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the TTET mechanism in the photosynthetic peridinin–chlorophyll a–
protein (PCP), where the mechanism reaches unity efﬁciency [28] and
an intervening water molecule between the partners involved in the
transfer has been observed in the X-ray structure [1].
PCP is the peripheral water-soluble light-harvesting complex ofmost
photosynthetic dinoﬂagellates,which constitute themain part of oceanic
plankton. The PCP antenna complex of the dinoﬂagellate Amphidinium
carterae can in many ways be considered as a model system for the
study of energy transfer pathways in photosynthetic antenna complexes,
due to its high symmetry, the availability of theX-ray structure at atomic
resolution [1] and the high energy transfer efﬁciency [28]. A wealth of
information not only on the singlet but also on the triplet transfer path-
ways in this complex is present in the literature [17,28–32].
The 2.0 Å X-ray structure reveals the presence of a non-
crystallographic trimer of identical 32 kD subunits, each ofwhich is con-
stituted by a polypeptide forming a hydrophobic cavity containing the
pigment molecules. The NH2- and COOH-terminal domains of the
monomer are characterised by a 56% sequence homology; each domain
forms eightα-helices which bind a cluster of one chlorophyll a and four
peridinin molecules (see Fig. 1A). The two domains are related by a
pseudo-twofold symmetry axis, hence the two pigment clusters can
be considered equivalent.
The PCP antenna is unique on account of the preponderance of
carotenoid molecules, while in other light-harvesting complexes the
chlorophylls predominate. The carotenoids in PCP are peridinins, highly
substituted carotenoids, whose key structural features are a lactone andFig. 1. (A) Pigment cluster associated with the basic unit of the PCP complex from
A. carterae (PDB entry 1PPR)[1]; (B) Highlight of themolecules of the photoprotective site
in the NH2-terminal domain of PCP: peridinin 614, chlorophyll 601, the water molecule
HOH701 coordinated to chlorophyll 601 and hydrogen-bonded to the histidine residue
His66.an allene group conjugated to the polyene chain, conferring special
spectroscopic properties to themolecule [30]. The 4:1 ratio of peridinins
to chlorophyll in PCP is explained by the necessity for efﬁcient absorption
of light in the blue-green region, which prevails in the marine habitat of
dinoﬂagellates.
In addition to the light-harvesting function, peridinins fulﬁl the im-
portant function of protecting the system against photo-oxidative dam-
age by quenching chlorophyll triplet states, formed under excess light
conditions. Chlorophyll triplets sensitise the formation of singlet oxygen,
which is a powerful oxidising agent capable of damaging thewhole pho-
tosynthetic apparatus. By virtue of their low-lying triplet state, caroten-
oids are able to quench the chlorophyll triplet state aswell as the singlet
oxygen directly if it is formed.
Stringent structural conditions must be realised in the light-
harvesting complex architecture in order to achieve high efﬁciency in
the TTET process. In PCP, the chlorophyll molecules within each pig-
ment cluster (Chl601 and Chl602) are arranged between two pairs of
mutually orthogonal peridinins (Per611–Per612 and Per613–Per614
in the NH2-terminal domain and Per621–Per622 and Per623–Per624
in the COOH terminus). The structure of PCP reveals two highly con-
served histidine residues (His66 and His229), which are hydrogen-
bonded to a water molecule (HOH701 and HOH678) acting as the ﬁfth
ligand of the chlorophyll's Mg ion. These water molecules are at the
interface between Chl601 and Per614 and Chl602 and Per624, respec-
tively, as highlighted for one of the two pseudo-symmetric couples in
Fig. 1B. The identiﬁcation numbers for amino acids, water molecules
and pigments are in accordance with the X-ray nomenclature reported
in reference [1].
The TTET in PCP has been extensively studied bymeans of advanced
optical spectroscopies [28,31] and by Electron Paramagnetic Resonance
magnetic (EPR) spectroscopies, exploiting the presence of the endoge-
nous probe, the pigment triplet state [17,33–37]. Time-resolved EPR
experiments, in conjunction with spectral simulations based on the
theory of TTET, have allowed the identiﬁcation of the speciﬁc path for
triplet quenching [17]. It has been shown that the two pigment pairs
Chl601–Per614 and Chl602–Per624, related by pseudo-symmetry, are
responsible for photoprotection in the PCP antenna complex. The conclu-
sion that the triplet state generated by TTET is localised on a single
peridinin molecule, in each subcluster, is further supported by results of
ENDOR (Electron Nuclear DOuble Resonance) experiments [33,35,36].
The identiﬁed peridinin molecule is distinguished by a smaller
centre-to-centre distance to chlorophyll with respect to the other
peridinin molecules of the pigment cluster, however all four peridinin
molecules are at Van der Waals distance from the chlorophyll ring.
The unique feature of the Chl601–Per614 (and equivalently Chl602–
Per624) pair is the presence of the water molecule interposed between
the two pigments (Fig. 1B) while no bridging molecules are present at
the interface between the chlorophyll and the other peridinins. For
this reason we raised the hypothesis that the interfacial water molecule
might favour TTET by extending the overlap of the donor and acceptor
wavefunction. This interfacial water molecule is also conserved in the
high-salt PCP complex, a variant of the main form PCP, in the in vitro
reconstituted PCP with different pigments and in the N89L-mutant,
where the mutation of Asn-89 to Leu in the vicinity of Per614 has
been introduced to study the effects of the environment on the spec-
troscopic properties. For all the variants this structural information is
provided by high-resolution X-ray data [32].
In the presentwork, electron spin echo envelopemodulation (ESEEM)
spectroscopy is applied to yield information on small proton hyperﬁne
couplings that could not be resolved in the ENDOR spectra of the
peridinin triplet state. The aim is to characterise the structure of the
photoprotection site in PCP and in particular to study the interaction be-
tween the interfacial water molecule and the carotenoid triplet state.
This is achieved by combining ESEEM with hydrogen–deuterium ex-
change in order to highlight the exchangeablewater protons in proxim-
ity to the paramagnetic centre. 2H-ESEEM is experimentally convenient
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exchangeable deuterons with paramagnetic centres, both in terms of
hyperﬁne and quadrupolar tensors as well as number of coupled nuclei
[38–52]. In systems where orientational selectivity is possible, both the
principal values and the tensor orientations with respect to the struc-
ture can be assigned [53–55]. In the speciﬁc case of the photoexcited
triplet state, it is possible to take advantage of orientation-selective
ESEEM at the triplet state canonical ﬁeld positions and derive the full
set of hyperﬁne tensor components [56–58].
A detailed analysis of both two- and three-pulse 2H-ESEEM data is
undertaken to determine the number of exchangeable nuclei and the
hyperﬁne interaction with the peridinin triplet state in a quantitative
manner. The pulse EPR studies are combinedwith a quantum chemistry
approach to identify the spatial arrangement of the interfacial water
molecule, which is not deﬁned in the X-ray structure, and to derive
the hyperﬁne interaction tensors for the two protons of the water mole-
cule. The derived spectroscopic parameters provide information on the
electronic structure of the photoprotective site. The presence of a contact
interaction between the electron spins of the peridinin triplet state and
the nuclei of the water molecule unequivocally demonstrates that this
water molecule, in addition to the chlorophyll and peridinin molecules,
is an integral part of the photoprotective system in PCP, providing
water-mediated electronic coupling.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Sample preparation
PCP proteins, extracted and puriﬁed as described previously [59,60],
were kindly supplied by R. G. Hiller. The sample concentration was
~1.4 mg/ml.
H/D exchangewas achieved through dialysis with a deuterated buffer
(50 mM tricine, 20 mM KCl, pD ~ 7.5) at 4 °C in N2 atmosphere. A
volume of about 1 ml of protein in protonated buffer was inserted into
dialysis tubing (N12 kDa cut-off), which was then immerged into 40 ml
of deuterated buffer. The deuterated buffer was exchanged twice. A part
of the 2H2O-exchanged protein solution was removed after 1.5 h of dial-
ysis and the rest was left in the deuterated buffer up to an overall
exchange time of about 20 h.
2.2. Pulsed EPR measurements
Pulsed EPR experiments were performed on a Bruker Elexsys E580
EPR spectrometer operating at X-band and equipped with a dielectric
ring resonator (EN4118X-MD4). The samples were excited with an Nd:
YAG laser (Quantel Brilliant) at 532 nm with about 10 mJ per pulse
and a repetition rate of 10 Hz. The measurements were performed at
20 K and the temperaturewas controlledwith a helium cryostat (Oxford
CF935) driven by a temperature controller (Oxford ITC503).
Field-swept echo-detected spectra were recorded using a 2-pulse
(ﬂash–DAF–π/2–τ–π–τ–echo) electron spin echo sequence for a delay
after the laser ﬂash (DAF) of 50 ns. The π/2 pulse was of 16 ns and the
delay τwas set at 200 ns.
Two-pulse ESEEM experiments were performed with the two-
pulse echo sequence ﬂash–DAF–π/2–τ–π–τ–echo by incrementing τ.
The initial delay time τ in the two-pulse experiments was chosen to be
100 ns and incremented in steps of 8 ns. The duration of the π/2 and π
pulses was 16 and 32 ns respectively. The data set lengths were of 375
points.
Three-pulse ESEEM experimentswere performedwith the stimulated
echo sequence ﬂash–DAF–π/2–τ–π/2–T–π/2–τ–echo by incrementing
T. The delay time τ was selected in order to maximise the deuterium
contribution while suppressing that due to protons. The initial value
of T was chosen to be 20 ns and varied in 12 ns increments. A total of
512 data points was recorded.The ESEEM was measured at four different magnetic ﬁeld positions,
corresponding to the following zero ﬁeld splitting (ZFS) canonical
transitions of the peridinin triplet state: Z− (300 mT), X+ (328 mT),
X− (362 mT) and Y− (375 mT) at 9.71 GHz. The measurements were
performed with DAF of 50 ns or 13 μs between the laser pulse and the
pulse sequence. Data were accumulated for 4–16 h, depending on the
magnetic ﬁeld position.
Two-step and four-step phase cycles were used for the two-pulse
and three-pulse ESEEM, respectively. The ﬁnal 10 points of each time
domain data set were acquiredwith the integration window positioned
400 ns off the echo to deﬁne the background.
Details on the simulations of the echo-detected spectra can be found
in the Supplementary information.
2.3. ESEEM data analysis
The ESEEMdatawere processed for analysis and interpretation both
in the time and in the frequency domain. The data analysis was
performed with a home-written program in MATLAB® following the
ratio method proposed by Mims et al. [38]. The envelope obtained for
the 2H2O-exchanged sample was divided by the envelope obtained for
the untreated sample after normalisation of both envelopes. The quo-
tient time trace was then dead-time reconstructed following a proce-
dure proposed by Mims [61]. The dead-time reconstructed time traces
were apodisedwith aHammingwindow, zero-ﬁlled to 2048data points
and the spectra in the frequency domain were obtained by cosine Fou-
rier transformation of the time-domain data.
2.4. Simulation of the ESEEM data
Simulations of both the time and frequency domain ESEEM data
were performed with home-written programs in MATLAB® based on
the saffron routine of EasySpin (version 3.1.7) which computes the mod-
ulation frequencies and the amplitudes of the corresponding peaks and
constructs a spectrum histogram [62,63]. The time domain signal is
obtained by inverse Fourier transform.
Orientation and transition selection in systems with anisotropic
electron spin Hamiltonians, as in the case of triplet states, are accounted
for by pre-computing the orientations contributing to the ESEEM spec-
trum for a certain microwave ﬁeld and pulse excitation width based on
the parameters of the spin Hamiltonian, e.g., the ZFS tensor in triplet
state systems. The ESEEM signal is then computed only for these orien-
tations and summed with the appropriate weights. The input parame-
ters for the simulation are:
i) coefﬁcients D and E, deﬁning the ZFS interaction,
ii) principal values of the dipolar hyperﬁne interaction tensor Axx,
Ayy and Azz and the isotropic hyperﬁne interaction constant aiso,
iii) e2qQℏ−1 and η deﬁning the nuclear quadrupole interaction, and
iv) Euler angles deﬁning the orientation of the interaction tensors
with respect to the molecular frame.
The ZFS parameters D and E were taken from literature [33] and the
orientation of the ZFS tensor was determined by principal component
analysis [64], as described in detail in the Supplementary data.
Initial simulation parameters for the hyperﬁne interaction tensor for
the hydrogen/deuterium atoms of the H0H701molecule were obtained
from DFT calculations (see below) and were optimised for the best
agreement with experimental time- and frequency-domain data. The
nuclear quadrupole interaction parameters of e2qQ and η used were
those reported in a nuclear quadrupole resonance study on isotopically
enriched Ice II (e2qQ = 0.25 MHz, η = 0)[65]. The principal axis of the
nuclear quadrupole tensor of deuterium in deuterated water was as-
sumed to be directed along the O\2H bond and the Euler angles with
respect to the molecular frame were calculated accordingly.
ESEEM simulations for the deuterons on the Per614 molecule were
performed using the hyperﬁne values obtained from DFT calculations.
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timated by calculating the dipolar hyperﬁne interaction with the point-
dipole approximation for a series of “test protons” at positions deﬁned
by a three-dimensional grid surrounding Per614 on the X-ray structure.
Since the spin density in Per614 is distributed along the whole conju-
gated chain, the dipolar interaction has to be calculated as a weighted
sum of point-dipolar interactions between the nucleus and the various
atoms over which the spin density is distributed, i.e. Atotal ¼∑iρiAi
where Ai is the dipolar tensor calculated for the interaction of the nucleus
with the normalised spin density ρi on the atom i.
The dipolar hyperﬁne tensor components of the “test protons” located
at each intersection point of the deﬁned grid were evaluated and hyper-
ﬁne isosurfaces based on the intermediate component of the hyperﬁne
tensor, Amid, were computed with a numerical method proposed in
references [66,67]. The isosurfaces were used to evaluate the number
of exchangeable protons at different distances from Per614 using the
coordinates of the exchangeable protein backbone protons and free
water molecules from the X-ray structure. Their contribution to the
ESEEM traces was computed by assuming an axial hyperﬁne tensor
with the principal values [Amid, Amid, −2Amid] for each isosurface and
by summing the contributions of the different nuclei according to the
product rule. The overall procedure was implemented in a home-
written MATLAB® program.2.5. Computational details
The geometry of themolecular cluster involved in the photoprotective
mechanism in PCP was optimised at DFT [68–70] as well as ONIOM
[71,72] level of theory as implemented in Gaussian [73]. Initially a DFT
ground state optimisation with no constraints of a system constituted
by Per614, Chl601 without phytol chain, the sidechain of His66 and the
water molecule HOH701 coordinated to the Mg2+ ion of Chl601,
according to X-ray nomenclature [1], was performed at B3LYP/6-31G(d)
[74,75] level of theory; PBE0/6-31G(d) [76–78] was also tested and
gave almost identical structural results. Both these levels of theory were
previously tested in model systems and also in that case gave similar
structural results [79]. The input coordinates were taken from the X-ray
structure (PDB entry 1PPR) [1].
The structure obtained with full optimisation was not a satisfactory
model of the photoprotective site due to the excessive curvature of
the peridinin molecule, the variation of the relative orientation of the
Per614–Chl601 pair and the rearrangement of the unconstrained histi-
dine residue, moving away from the chlorophyll ring and changing the
position of the hydrogen-bondedwatermolecule accordingly. Therefore,
a series of constrained geometry optimisations, including additional
residues, were performed. The best results, in terms of least displace-
ment from the X-ray reference structure were obtained for the system
constituted by Per614, Chl601 without phytol chain, the sidechain of
His66, the water molecule HOH701 coordinated to the Mg2+ ion of
Chl601 and ﬁve surrounding amino acids (His66, Gly78, Ile96, Glu101
and Gln150) kept frozen in the original crystallographic positions during
the optimisation. This provided strong evidence in favour of the impor-
tance of the surrounding matrix and prompted us to perform ONIOM
calculations, with the aim of obtaining a reliable geometry without im-
posing artiﬁcial constraints.
In an ONIOM B3LYP/6-31G(d):UFF full optimisation the higher
(inner) layer, i.e., the same system used in the full geometry optimisa-
tion, was described at B3LYP/6-31G(d) level; the lower (outer) layer,
treated at molecular mechanics level [80], was deﬁned by including all
the residues of the protein surroundings located at a distance of 4 Å
from the atoms of the peridinin and the chlorophyll ring. This geometry
is in very good agreement with the X-ray structure and has been used
for subsequent calculations unless stated otherwise in the text.
The spin density of the triplet state was computed in vacuo at the
B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level of theory on the Chl601–Per614–HOH701systemextracted from theONIOMoptimised geometry. As the symmetry
of Per614 and Per624 is conserved in terms of spin density distribution
on the carotenoid triplet state [33], all calculations were performed con-
sidering the NH2-terminal domain of the PCP complex from A. carterae.
Spin contamination does not affect the resulting triplet wavefunction.
The hyperﬁne coupling parameters of the H atoms of HOH701 were
calculated with B3LYP and the purposely tailored EPRII basis set for H,
C, N and O nuclei [81–83] and the 6-311G(d,p) basis set for Mg [84,85].
The EPRII basis set has proven to be generally accurate in EPR parameter
calculations [86,87].
Environmental effects on the spin density and the hyperﬁne coupling
parameters have been included by employing the Polarisable Continuum
Method [88] with a dielectric constant of 3.0 (levels of theory PCM-
B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) and PCM-B3LYP/EPRII-6-311G(d,p)) which is in the
range estimated for light-harvesting proteins and previously employed
in similar calculations [89–91].3. Results
3.1. ESEEM experiments
In Fig. 2A the ﬁeld-swept echo-detected EPR spectrum of the PCP
complex of A. carterae recorded at 20 K and with a DAF of 50 ns is
shown. An identical spectrum is obtained for the deuterated PCP com-
plex. The canonical transitions are highlighted together with the ZFS
axis directions with respect to the molecular frame. The EPR spectrum
of the peridinin triplet state is signiﬁcantly wider than the microwave
pulse excitation bandwidth and hence orientation selection applies for
pulse EPR experiments. ESEEM data were collected at four ﬁeld
positions, corresponding to the following canonical transitions of the
triplet state: Z−, Y−, X− and X+.
The two-pulse echo and the three-pulse echo envelopes collected for
the untreated and 2H2O-exchanged samples, at the ﬁeld position corre-
sponding to the high-ﬁeld transition for spin systems with the ZFS axis
X directed along the magnetic ﬁeld direction, and the corresponding
quotient envelopes are reported in Fig. 2B and C.
Both the two- and three-pulse echo traces collected for the untreated
and 2H2O-exchanged samples show a high frequencymodulation due to
the hydrogen atoms coupled to the peridinin triplet state. The envelope
of the 2H2O-exchanged sample shows additionalmodulations at a slower
frequency, due to deuterium nuclei. The deuterium modulations are
enhanced by the division of the envelopes of the 2H2O-exchanged and
the untreated sample. The quotient traces resulting from the envelope
division procedure are characterised by a shallow modulation pattern
with a frequency close to the deuterium Larmor frequency, indicating
the presence of super-hyperﬁne interactions. The marked attenuation
of the modulations with time points to the fact that they are due to a
small number of nuclei, since many weakly coupled nuclei would cause
slow modulation damping [92].
The spin polarisation of the ﬁeld-swept echo-detected EPR spectrum
of peridinin is also reﬂected in the ESEEM time traces, which can be
either emissive or absorptive, depending on the spin polarisation at the
considered magnetic ﬁeld position. For example for the X+ transition
the ESEEMenvelopes are emissive, as shown in Fig. 2. The echo intensity,
depending on the spin polarisation, varies greatly with the magnetic
ﬁeld position, thus inﬂuencing the signal-to-noise ratio of the corre-
sponding ESEEM time trace. The echo has its maximum intensity at the
X− and X+ ﬁeld positions, while the echo intensity at the Y+/− ﬁeld
positions is so low as to prevent the ESEEM measurement with a DAF
of 50 ns. However, kinetic studies of the triplet state evolution in PCP
have shown that a spin polarisation inversion accompanied by an in-
crease in signal intensity occurs for the Y transitions for increasing DAF
intervals, due to the strongly anisotropic decay of the three triplet state
spin sublevels [17]. This allows the detection of ESEEM at delay times
corresponding to the maximum spin polarisation inversion.
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quotient ESEEM traces for the canonical Z−, Y−, X− and X+ transitions
are shown in Fig. 3 (left panels). While the quotient traces at the X+,
X− and Y− ﬁeld positions showweakmodulations due to coupled deu-
terium nuclei, those at the Z− ﬁeld position are still characterised by theFig. 2. (A) Field-swept echo-detected EPR spectrum of the peridinin triplet state in PCP from
A. carterae at 20 K (νmw = 9.71 GHz). ZFS tensor canonical orientations are labelled in the
spectrum. The arrows indicate the ﬁeld positions at which the ESEEM experiments were
performed. Spin polarisation: EAEAEA. (A = absorption, E = emission). The molecular
structure of peridinin with the direction of the ZFS principal axes is shown above the spec-
trum. Two-pulse (B) and three-pulse (C) ESEEM time traces collected at the X+ﬁeld position
in water (black) and deuteratedwater (blue) and normalised dead-time reconstructed quo-
tient traces obtained by envelope division as described in the text (orange). The ordinate
scale refers only to the quotient ESEEM traces. The corresponding pulse sequences are
shown above the graphs.presence of somemodulations at theproton Larmor frequency,while no
modulations at the deuterium Larmor frequency are visible. The mag-
netic dependence of themodulation frequency and amplitude is indica-
tive of strong orientation selection.
In Fig. 3 (right panels) the cosine Fourier transforms of the time-
domain data are also shown. The resulting two-pulse frequency spectra
exhibit a positive peak around 2.0 MHz (ranging from 1.95 MHz for the
Z− to 2.5 MHz for the Y− ﬁeld position,with the X+ and X− positions at
intermediate values of 2.2 and 2.3 MHz), corresponding to the 2H
Larmor frequency, and a 2H sum combination peak at twice that fre-
quency, which is marked by the opposite phase. The three-pulse fre-
quency domain spectra present a prominent peak around 2.0 MHz,
while no combination line, which would be indicative of the presence
of multiple deuterium nuclei coupled to the unpaired electron spins
[92], is visible. This result suggests that a limited number of nuclei are
contributing to the ESEEM envelope. A signal with a derivative shape
close to the proton Larmor frequency in some of the spectra is due to
the incomplete elimination of the proton contribution by the envelope
division procedure.
The rate of exchange can vary greatly for different protons in different
environments in proteins. For this reason, the protein sample was ex-
posed to 2H2O for two different times for a qualitative evaluation of the
extent of 1H/2H exchange. The ESEEM time traces recorded for the sam-
ples with exchange times of 1.5 and 20 h are identical after division by
the time trace of the untreated sample (Fig. S1, Supplementary data).
The presence of a greater number of deuterons in the environment of
the peridinin triplet state in the sample with the longer exchange time
would cause an increase of the modulation depth, which however is
not observed. It can thus be concluded that all the exchangeable protons
in the environment of the paramagnetic species are exchanged with-
in a short time; in the following only the 1.5 h-exchanged data are
considered.3.2. Computational results
Quantum mechanical calculations provide the optimised geometry
of the region of interest in the protein employed for simulation and in-
terpretation of the triplet state pulse-EPR data. The spin densities and
hyperﬁne parameters are calculated for selected geometries and used
for the simulation of the experimental ESEEM traces. Since magnetic
spectroscopy parameters are highly sensitive to an accurate deﬁnition
of the molecular structure, particular care was devoted to a careful
determination of the system geometry. Our ﬁrst attempts of fully
optimising the molecules of the protein-pigment cluster, believed to
constitute the photoprotective site in PCP, led to severely distorted
geometries at B3LYP/6-31G(d) as well as at PBE1PBE/6-31G(d) level
of theory. In these calculations, the photoprotective site included the
peridinin molecule (Per614), whose triplet state is detected in the EPR
experiments as demonstrated in reference [17], the chlorophyll mole-
cule (Chl601), its partner in the TTET, the water molecule (HOH701),
which is interposed between these two molecules and the histidine
residue (His66) hydrogen-bonded to the water molecule (see Fig. 4).
The agreement between the X-ray and computed structures im-
proved considerably after introducing some ad hoc geometry con-
straints to the relative orientation of the pigments and by taking some
selected residues of the protein environment into account as well; this
was ascribed to the importance of the surrounding protein matrix in
determining the conformation and relative orientation of the pigment
molecules. Thus ONIOM calculations at B3LYP/6-31G(d):UFF level
were performed with the aim of modelling the effect of the protein
environment on the structure of the photoprotective site without im-
posing artiﬁcial constraints. In the ONIOM optimisation the outer layer
was deﬁned by residues with a distance of 4 Å from the atoms of
Chl601 and Per614; the inner layer was formed by Chl601, Per614,
HOH701 and His66.
Fig. 3.Experimental two- and three-pulse ESEEM time traces and FFT spectra (black) of the peridinin triplet state in PCP at 20 K (νmw = 9.71 GHz), compared to the corresponding
simulations (blue) with the optimised hyperﬁne interaction parameters reported in Table 2.
Fig. 4. Structure of the photoprotective site in PCP, consisting of Chl601, Per614, His66 and HOH701, as resulting from the B3LYP/6-31G(d):UFF geometry optimisation. The ZFS axes of
peridinin are shown in red and the hyperﬁne interaction tensor axes of the two protons of the water molecule HOH701 resulting from the B3LYP/EPRII-6-311G(d,p) calculation are
shown in blue.
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mental ﬁeld-swept echo-detected EPR spectra of the peridinin triplet
state in the PCP antenna complexwas tested by calculation of the triplet
state EPR spectrum of Per614, on the basis of the optimised structure. In
the framework of spin angular momentum conservation, the triplet
state sublevel populations, determining the polarisation of the calculated
spectrum, depend on the squared cosines of the angles between the
Per614 and Chl601 ZFS axes. This method is thus highly sensitive to
the relative orientation of the peridinin and chlorophyll molecules [17].
The calculated spectrum correctly reproduces the spin polarisation of
the experimental echo-detected spectrum(see Fig. 5). The relative orien-
tation of the peridinin and chlorophyll molecule in the optimised geom-
etry is thus in satisfactory agreement with EPR data as well as the crystal
structure coordinates [1]. In contrast, the calculated EPR spectra on the
basis of the fully or constrained optimised structures at B3LYP/
6-31G(d) level of theory only give a poor agreement with the experi-
mental data (Fig. S2, Supplementary data).
It is worth noticing that in the optimised geometry the position and
orientation of the water molecule HOH701 is imposed by the interac-
tions with the surrounding molecules, i.e., chlorophyll, histidine and to
a lesser extent peridinin. The determined Mg\O distance (2.1 Å) falls
into the range of typical distances for water coordinated to porphyrin
rings [93] and conﬁrms coordination of the water molecule to the Mg
ion of the chlorophyll molecule. The position of one water proton is
ﬁxed by hydrogen-bond formation with the histidine residue and theFig. 5. Top: comparison between the X-ray structure and the B3LYP/6-31G(d):UFF
optimised structure of the photoprotective site with superimposed chlorophyll rings:
Chl601, Per614, His66 andHOH701are shown in blue (X-ray) and orange (ONIOM). Bottom:
comparison of the experimental ﬁeld-swept echo-detected EPR spectrum of the peridinin
triplet in the PCP complex at 20 K (black) and the EPR spectrum calculated for the
arrangement of the Chl601/Per614pair in the optimised structure (orange). (A = absorp-
tion, E = emission).second hydrogen atom is found to point towards the conjugated chain
of peridinin (details in Fig. S3, Supplementary data).
Computations of triplet spin densitywere carried out on the Chl601–
Per614–HOH701 system extracted from the geometry optimised at
B3LYP/6-31G(d):UFF level and led to the identiﬁcation of a low-lying
triplet state localised on the peridinin moiety. The corresponding spin
densities on the carotenoid molecular skeleton and on the water mole-
cule are reported in Table 1 (for atom positions see Fig. 4). The same
calculation was performed by embedding the molecular cluster in a di-
electric medium (ε = 3.0) and the corresponding spin densities are
also reported in Table 1. The result is in accordancewith previous calcu-
lations on the isolated peridinin triplet state [33,36]. However, the ex-
tension of the system to the water molecule at the interface between
the Per614 and Chl601 pair allows a more detailed mapping of the
spin density: a small but signiﬁcant spin density on the oxygen atom
of HOH701 was found.
The hyperﬁne coupling parameters for the hydrogen atoms of the
water molecule were calculated at B3LYP/EPR-II-6-311G(d,p) level of
theory on the chlorophyll–peridinin–water complex (Chl601–Per614–
HOH701) extracted from the ONIOM optimised system. The computed
hyperﬁne interaction tensors for the two protons of thewatermolecule,
containing both the isotropic and dipolar contributions, are reported
in Table 2; the corresponding deuterium hyperﬁne couplings can be
derived through multiplication by the ratio of nuclear g values
(gn(2H) / gn(1H) = 0.1535). The orientation of the hyperﬁne interac-
tion tensor, described in Table 2 in terms of Euler angles with respect to
the ZFS tensor, is depicted in Fig. 4.
An inspection of the hyperﬁne interaction parameters for the two
water protons shows that the water proton closer to the conjugated
chain of peridinin (H1 in Fig. 4) is more strongly coupled to the peridinin
triplet state and characterised by a signiﬁcant isotropic hyperﬁne interac-
tion constant (aiso = −0.4 MHz) while the isotropic contribution be-
comes almost negligible for the more distant proton (H2).
3.3. ESEEM data analysis
Detailed information on the isotropic and anisotropic hyperﬁne
parameters of the deuterons interacting with the peridinin tripletTable 1
Mulliken spin densities of selected atoms on the system constituted by the conjugated
chain of Per614 and the water molecule HOH701.
Atoma B3LYP/
6-311G(d,p)b
PCM-B3LYP/
6-311G(d,p)b
C6 −0.017 −0.017
C7 0.202 0.198
C8 −0.093 −0.091
C9 0.242 0.234
C10 0.016 0.028
C11 −0.048 −0.031
C12 0.257 0.250
C13 0.011 0.019
C14 0.228 0.224
C15 0.191 0.191
C16 0.065 0.063
C17 0.300 0.299
C18 −0.076 −0.077
C19 0.334 0.331
C20 −0.131 −0.128
C21 0.300 0.298
C22 −0.099 −0.098
C23 0.208 0.207
C24 −0.038 −0.038
CM4 −0.015 −0.015
CM5 −0.022 −0.022
O4 0.135 0.130
O (H2O) 0.002 0.002
a Atom numbering as shown in Fig. 4.
b For Per614 only spin densities larger than 0.015 (in absolute value) are included in
this table.
Table 2
Hyperﬁne parameters for the two protons of the water molecule labelled as shown in Fig. 4.
H1 H2
B3LYP/
EPRII-6-311G(d,p)
Simulationa B3LYP/
EPRII-6-311G(d,p)
Simulationa
Axx (MHz) −1.9 −2.5 0.7 0.8
Ayy (MHz) 1.8 2.5 −0.6 −0.7
Azz (MHz) 0.1 0.0 −0.1 −0.1
aiso (MHz) −0.4 −0.4 −0.1 −0.1
α (°)b 130 130 50 50
β (°)b 6 6 20 20
γ (°)b −170 −170 20 20
a Error of ±0.2 MHz on the hyperﬁne parameters.
b Euler angles deﬁning the orientation of the HFI tensor with respect to the ZFS tensor,
errors of ±5° on β and of ±10° on α and γ.
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the experimental data bymeans of numerical simulations of the ESEEM
spectra. Fig. 3 shows the simulations of the two- and three-pulse ESEEM
traces in the time and frequency domain for all canonical transitions of
the peridinin triplet state.
The time and frequency domain data of two- and three-pulse ESEEM
are analysed in parallel, as some information can be extractedmore easily
by considering the time domain, other by considering the frequency
domain. The analysis of the time domain data is particularly important
in the case of weak hyperﬁne interaction, where the nuclear frequencies
do not differ considerably from the Larmor frequency of the nucleus and
the main information on the spin system can be derived from the modu-
lation depth and the decay of the modulations [92].
All the exchanged protons in the surroundings of the peridininmole-
cule are expected to contribute to the modulation depth. The exchange-
able protons in the environment of the photoprotective Per614molecule
can be divided into three classes:
(1) exchangeable protons of the protein structure, on the other
pigment molecules of the protein complex or on exchangeable
water molecules;
(2) exchangeable protons on the peridinin molecule Per614 itself;
(3) exchangeable protons of the water molecule (HOH701) at the
interface between Per614 and Chl601.
The protons belonging to theﬁrst class are referred to in the following
as exchangeable matrix protons. The contributions to the modulation
depth of the different classes of exchangeable protons are hereafter dis-
cussed separately.Fig. 6. (A) Hyperﬁne isosurfaces of the intermediate hyperﬁne interaction component for
the exchangeablematrix protons in PCPwith respect to Per614. Two- (B) and three-pulse
(C) ESEEM traces calculated formatrix protonswith themodiﬁed sphericalmodel approx-
imation explained in the Materials and methods section, assuming all exchangeable ma-
trix protons in PCP to be substituted by deuterons. The simulated data are compared
with the experimental echo envelopes recorded at the X− ﬁeld position (362 mT at
ν
mw
=9.71 GHz).3.3.1. Matrix protons and exchangeable protons on the peridinin molecule
To evaluate whether or not the matrix contributions alone could
explain the observedmodulations, the exchangeable protons in the sur-
roundings of Per614 were identiﬁed in the X-ray structure up to a dis-
tance of 15 Å, after the addition of the hydrogen atoms as described in
the Materials and methods section, and considered in the simulation
of the ESEEM time trace. Evaluation of the matrix contributions can be
greatly simpliﬁed by employing the spherical model [92,94] which is,
however, not realistic in the present case, given the elongated spin den-
sity distribution of the peridinin triplet state. For this reason the modu-
lations were averaged for nuclei randomly distributed on hyperﬁne
isosurfaces rather than on spheres. The dipolar hyperﬁne interaction
isosurfaces were evaluated numerically (see Section 2.4), considering
the middle-valued component of the hyperﬁne interaction tensor Amid
as the most signiﬁcant in terms of its inﬂuence on the deuterium
ESEEM patterns in analogy to other ESEEM studies [66,67]. The three-
dimensional isosurfaces of Amid are represented with respect to
Per614 in Fig. 6A.All the matrix protons contained on a speciﬁc isosurface, belonging
to amino acid residues, to water molecules or to the other pigment
molecules, were considered to give a contribution to the ESEEM deter-
mined by the hyperﬁne interaction value assigned to that isosurface.
The corresponding echo envelope modulation was simulated assuming
an axial hyperﬁne interaction with A = Amid and the contributions of
the different nuclei were summed according to the product rule [92].
Most of the exchangeable protons identiﬁed in the environment of
Per614 are positioned outside the 0.01 MHz isosurface and the
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small at these distances from Per614; hence the approximation intro-
duced in assuming an axial hyperﬁne interaction is valid.
The ESEEM simulations of the two- and three pulse quotient ESEEM
envelopes, resulting from thismodiﬁed sphericalmodel analysis, are re-
ported in Fig. 6B and C respectively. The simulated modulation depths
for the matrix proton contributions are far too small to reproduce the
experimental modulations in both the two- and three-pulse ESEEM ex-
periments. Therefore, the matrix contributions can be unambiguously
excluded as themain source of the experimentally observed echo enve-
lope modulations.
While the exchangeable protons of the protein matrix are well
accounted for with this procedure, the water molecules present in the
X-ray structure are not necessarily in the same position and of the
same number as in the frozen protein solution used for the EPRmeasure-
ments. However, inspection of the X-ray data showed that the pigments
are contained in a hydrophobic cavity and that the closest possible ap-
proach for non-coordinated water molecules is 10 Å, which corresponds
to a negligible modulation depth.
The peridinin molecule Per614 itself has two hydroxyl groups in
the external rings, which could be exchanged with deuterons and
cause the observed modulation of the spin echo envelope. The hyper-
ﬁne interaction tensors for these two protons were calculated at the
B3LYP/EPRII-6-311G(d,p) level of theory and the corresponding ESEEM
signal was simulated and is shown in Fig. S4 of the Supplementary
data. The modulation depth of the simulated time trace is much smaller
than the experimental modulation depth due to the very weak interac-
tion of these exchangeable protons on the peridinin molecule with the
spin density delocalised over the whole conjugated chain of the
molecule.
3.3.2. Exchangeable protons of the water molecule HOH701 in the
photoprotective site
For the simulation of the 2H ESEEMdata of Fig. 3, we sought to deter-
mine a set of spin Hamiltonian parameters that would reproduce the
frequencies, relative amplitudes, and initial modulation depths of the
experimental data. The dipolar and isotropic hyperﬁne interaction pa-
rameters were optimised starting from the values obtained by quantum
mechanical calculations in order to correctly reproduce the modulation
depths and the attenuation of the modulations at all four ﬁeld positions
and for both the two- and the three-pulse ESEEM experiments in the
time and frequency domain. The Euler angles describing the orientation
of the hyperﬁne tensor with respect to the molecular frame were not
changed signiﬁcantly from those derived from DFT calculations, since
the absence of modulations at the Z− ﬁeld position, arising from the
colinearity of one principal axis of the hyperﬁne tensor with the Z axis
of the ZFS tensor, was correctly reproduced with the calculated Euler
angles.
The proton hyperﬁne interaction parameters giving the best overall
agreement with the experimental data are reported together with the
computed values in Table 2. Fig. 3 shows the results of such constrained
simulations. The simulations agree well with experiments and the
optimised hyperﬁne coupling parameters differ only slightly from
those of the DFT calculations.
The hyperﬁne interaction of the water proton closer to the peridinin
molecule (H1 in Fig. 4) is considerably stronger with respect to that of
themore distantwater proton coordinated toHis66 (H2); hence the ob-
served modulations are mainly due to the former.
The analysis of the exchangeable protons in the environment of
Per614 has shown that these protons are not responsible for the ex-
perimentally observedmodulations. However, they are expected to con-
tribute somewhat to themodulation depth observed in the experimental
spectra. For this reason, the ESEEM contributions due to the matrix deu-
terium nuclei were added to the main ESEEM envelopes according to
the product rule. The addition of the matrix proton contribution leads
to a small increase in modulation depth and to a slower damping of themodulations in time. The agreementwith experimental data does not im-
prove signiﬁcantly by taking thematrix proton contributions into account
(Fig. S5, Supplementary data).
In addition to the simulations based on a particular orientation of the
watermolecule as obtained from thegeometry optimisations, simulations
considering a distribution of different orientations [95] of the H1 water
proton on a cone were also performed, resulting in an even shallower
modulation depth (data not shown). This result conﬁrms that the water
molecule assumes a speciﬁc orientation as indicated by the geometry
optimisations rather than a distribution of different orientations.
4. Discussion
In the present work the ESEEM experiment coupled with 1H/2H iso-
tope exchange has been applied for the ﬁrst time to a triplet state sys-
tem, with the purpose of studying the interaction of the peridinin
triplet state with a water molecule (HOH701) positioned at the inter-
face between Per614 and Chl601 in the PCP antenna complex. This
investigation was prompted by previous studies, where this water mol-
ecule was proposed to act as a bridge in the TTET occurring between
Chl601 and Per614 and to be integral part of the photoprotective site
in PCP [33,37]. The ESEEM technique is applied to gather information
about the geometry and electronic structure of the putative photo-
protective site.
The ESEEM time traces obtained by envelope division of the experi-
mental time traces collected for the deuterated and protonated samples
contain modulations due to the exchangeable protons in the environ-
ment of the triplet state of peridinin. Based on the results of the ESEEM
simulations for exchangeable protons in the environment of Per614 in
the PCP complex, it can be safely assumed that the observedmodulations
are not due only to matrix deuterons, since, even supposing all ex-
changeable protons to be substituted by deuteriumnuclei; the simulated
modulations would be too shallow to reproduce the experimental data.
A further indication of the fact that the experimentally observed modu-
lations do not originate from distant matrix nuclei is the absence of
modulations in the ESEEM time trace collected at the Z− ﬁeld position
since it is highly unlikely that the majority of matrix protons would be
characterised by a hyperﬁne tensor with one principal axis aligned
with the ZFS Z axis of the peridinin triplet state. The modulations arising
from the hyperﬁne interaction of the exchangeable protons on the
peridinin molecule itself are also too shallow to reproduce the experi-
mental ESEEM time trace, hence they can be excluded as the origin of
the experimentally observed modulations of the spin echo envelope as
well.
In order to determine the contribution of the water molecule
HOH701 to the observed ESEEM, the simulation of the ESEEM data
was combined with quantum mechanical calculations. Geometry opti-
misations using the X-ray structure as a starting point were performed
to deﬁne the structure of the photoprotective site in the PCP antenna
complex, comprehensive of the hydrogen atoms absent in the X-ray
structure [1]. In particular, the geometry optimisations were aimed at
deﬁning the position and orientation of the water molecule, which
requires an accurate quantum mechanical description. The resulting
model structureswere then used for a calculation of the hyperﬁne inter-
action tensors. DFT calculated hyperﬁneparameterswere used as guide-
lines and starting points in the simulations of the experimental spectra,
they were optimised to simultaneously simulate multiple orientation-
selective ESEEM traces, considering two- and three pulse sequences as
well as time and frequency domains.
Triplet-state ESEEM is accompanied by orientation–selection due
to the large anisotropy of the electron–electron dipolar interaction,
allowing a precise determination of the relative orientation of the hy-
perﬁne interaction tensor of the coupled nuclei and the ZFS tensor of the
peridinin triplet state. The presence of orientation selection poses strict
constraints on the simulations: the hyperﬁne couplings have to correctly
reproduce the ESEEM at all the considered ﬁeld values. Once a set of
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domain data of two- and three-pulse ESEEM experiments at several
magnetic ﬁeld values has been found, it can be conﬁdently concluded
that the interaction is characterised by this set of parameters. In
order to increase the degree of accuracy even further, the DFT calcu-
lations of the hyperﬁne couplings served as extra constraints for the
simulation parameters.
The hyperﬁne interaction parameters derived from simulation do
not differ signiﬁcantly from the DFT values calculated for the
optimised structure of the photoprotective site obtained by our
ONIOM approach. The orientations of the hyperﬁne interaction ten-
sors, as well as the relative magnitude of the principal values of the
dipolar hyperﬁne interaction tensor of the two water protons, are
preserved. The absolute values differ slightly; the dipolar hyperﬁne
interaction components resulting from the optimisation procedure
are about 20% greater than the initial parameters calculated at
B3LYP/EPRII-6-311G(d,p) level, which is in line with the estimated
accuracy of the calculation of these parameters for weakly coupled
nuclei, which are not directly part of the paramagnetic system
[96,97].
In conclusion, the results of the simulation of multiple ESEEM traces
clearly demonstrate that the observed electron spin echo envelopemod-
ulations are due to the water molecule HOH701. The satisfactory simula-
tion of the full set of ESEEM experimental data based on the hyperﬁne
interaction parameters of a single deuteron belonging to the water mol-
ecule at the interface between Chl601–Per614 greatly strengthens the
evidence that this water molecule is part of the photoprotective site.
The parameters, directly or indirectly extracted from the simulations,
provide detailed information on the structure of the photoprotective
site together with precise and reliable information on the spin density
distribution in the water molecule.
In the ONIOM optimised structure of the photoprotective site,
HOH701 is coordinated to the chlorophyll's Mg ion and situated at
the interface between Per614/Chl601, with one proton coordinated
to the His66 residue and the other pointing towards the peridinin
chain. The orientation of this water molecule is well deﬁned, based
on the theoretical evaluation of the directions of the dipolar hyper-
ﬁne tensor axes for the water protons with respect to the ZFS tensor
frame of the peridinin triplet state and conﬁrmed by spectral simula-
tion. The presence of a single orientation of the water molecule
rather than a distribution of different orientations is also clearly
demonstrated.
While orientation and distance information can be extracted from
the dipolar contribution to the hyperﬁne interaction, the isotropic
coupling is a measure of the delocalisation of unpaired electron
wave functions. Both the computed and optimised hyperﬁne interaction
parameters include a non-zero isotropic hyperﬁne interaction constant
for the water proton H1, proving that the triplet state wave function,
largely localised on the conjugated chain of the peridinin polyene, is
extended onto the water molecule. This is conﬁrmed by quantum
mechanical calculations, resulting in a small but signiﬁcant spin density
on the oxygen atom of the water molecule.
These results are strongly suggestive of a direct involvement of the
water molecule at the interface of the two pigment partners in the
TTET, favouring the process by extending the overlap between the
wavefunctions of chlorophyll and peridinin.
As demonstrated in early studies by Closs and co-workers TTET is
subjected to the same parameters that govern electron transfer [19,20].
In the weak-coupling limit, the TTET process, like electron transfer, is a
non-adiabatic process with a rate constant deﬁned by the golden rule
[98]:
k ¼ 2π
ℏ
VTTj j2FCWDS ð1Þwhere FCWDS stands for the Frank–Condon weighted density of states
and VTT is the electronic coupling between the donor (D) and acceptor
(A) triplet states, deﬁned as:
VTT ¼ ψDLUMO 1ð ÞψAHOMO 2ð Þ
e2
r12

ψALUMO 1ð ÞψDHOMO 2ð Þ
* +
: ð2Þ
The distance dependence of this term reﬂects the distance depen-
dence of the corresponding overlap integrals. TTET involves an exchange
of two electrons of different spin and energy and for this reason, while in
electron transfer the rate is dependent on a single overlap integral, in
TTET the rate depends on the product of two overlap integrals, and
therefore the exponential decay of the TTET rate with the distance r12
is twice that of electron transfer [19]. This process is thus characterised
by even stricter distance requirements, favouring the hypothesis of the
positive effect produced by the presence of a bridgemolecule extending
the overlap between the donor's and acceptor's wavefunctions for efﬁ-
cient energy transfer. In addition to the analogies with the formalism
of electron transfer, the experiments by Closs and co-workers [19,20]
also revealed an exponential attenuation of TTET couplings with
donor–acceptor separation consistent with the superexchange model
originally developed by McConnell for electron transfer [99]. The
superexchange mechanism allows for virtual population of the triplet
state localised on the connector such that VTT can be expressed in the
form [99]:
VTT∝
VDCVCA
ΔEDC
ð3Þ
where VDC is the electronic coupling between donor and connector, and
VCA between connector and acceptor and ΔEDC is the energy gap be-
tween the triplet states localised on the connector and the donor.
Superexchange models have been extensively used to interpret the
dependence of the electronic coupling on the intervening medium in
electron transfer processes and can be straightforwardly extended to
the TTET mechanism. Most investigations on electron transfer have
focused on donor–acceptor redox centres that are covalently attached
to variable-length bridges, allowing to systematically analyse super-
exchange coupling via states of the covalent bridges [21]. At the same
time, electron transfer in organic glasses and transfer within and be-
tween proteins provide compelling support that coupling does not
require an entirely covalent pathway between the donor and the accep-
tor. Solventmolecules have been implicated in controlling the electronic
coupling in systems containing solvent-separated ion pairs and in rigidly
linked donor–acceptor pairs, in favourable geometries to host solvent
molecules [9,100–102]. A number of theoretical studies have examined
the effect of structured water molecules on the electronic coupling,
providing convincing evidence that water molecules located in the
vicinity of donor and acceptor units canmediate the electronic coupling
[7,8,12,15]. Several experimental studies have substantiated the theo-
retical work on superexchange through water molecules, both in pro-
teins and model systems [9,11,13].
Donor-to-connector and connector-to-acceptor separations, relative
orientations, distribution and nodal patterns of the electron/energy
transfer active orbitals on the donor, acceptor, and bridging molecule
all inﬂuence the magnitude of the solvent-mediated coupling. The com-
bined spectroscopic-computational parameters derived from the analysis
of ESEEM data, highlight triplet wave function delocalisation onto the
water molecule and constrained orientation of this molecule between
the chlorophyll and carotenoid TTET partners, providing ideal conditions
for superexchange-mediated TTET.
Although considerable effort has been directed toward the develop-
ment of accurate methods to estimate the TTET coupling [103–107],
theoretical characterisation of this parameter is currently not as devel-
oped as for electron transfer couplings. In the speciﬁc case of the PCP
complex, computational studies, based on different approaches, have
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chlorophyll a and peridinin pairs. Damjanović et al. estimated that the
largest exchange coupling involved the Chl601–Per613 pair [108], in
contrast to the EPR spectroscopic evidence [17]. Prompted by our previ-
ous investigations on the PCP complex [17,33,35], a theoretical study
has been published, where the effect of thewater molecule coordinated
to chlorophyll on the TTET coupling has also been considered [14]. A
method in the ab initio framework, previously developed by the same
authors [104], was employed for the calculation of the TTET electronic
coupling between pigments in PCP. The Chl602–Per624 pair gave the
largest coupling among the four peridinins contained in one pigment
cluster, in agreement with EPR results [17], but the bridging water
molecule was found to give a negative contribution to the coupling,
which was attributed to an opposite phase of the water-mediated cou-
pling with respect to the through-space coupling. In addition to that,
the samewatermoleculewas surprisingly found to increase the coupling
between Chl602 and an another peridinin molecule, Per623, positioned
on the other side of the chlorophyll ring and previously ruled out as
quencher of the chlorophyll triplet state [17]. However, in a previous
study on π–π stacking interactions between pigments in the PCP com-
plex, the same water molecule, at the interface between Chl602 and
Per624,was found to give a signiﬁcant contribution to the intermolecular
interaction energy between the two pigments [109], in agreement with
our results.
The double exchange integral plays a key role in determining the
rate constants of the TTET processes and their accurate prediction is
an important issue. The lack of consensus on the estimate of the TTET
couplings derives from the origin of this small electronic interaction in-
volving the tails of thewavefunctions. These contributions become even
more important when considering TTET as compared to electron trans-
fer processes because of the dependence of the rate constant on a double
exchange integral [19,20]. For this reason an accurate description of the
frontier orbital involved, also considering superexchange contributions
from bridging molecules in detail, is an absolute requirement.
5. Conclusions
The results of ESEEM experiments on the 2H2O-exchanged protein
complex combined with state-of-the-art computational methods have
allowed the characterisation of the photoprotective site in the PCP
antenna complex, providing experimental evidence for involvement of a
structured water molecule in the TTET from chlorophyll to peridinin.
The following conclusions on the geometry and electronic structure
of the photoprotective site can be drawn:
– The ESEEM data has been found to be compatible with a precise
structure of the photoprotective site in which an ordered water mol-
ecule is coordinated to the chlorophyll Mg ion and hydrogen-bonded
to the nearby histidine residue, while the other water proton points
toward the conjugated chain of peridinin.
– The isotropic hyperﬁne coupling on the water protons indicates that
the peridinin triplet state wavefunction is extended onto the water
molecule.
The present investigation contributes to the issue ofwater-mediated
electron/energy transfer processes by showing for the ﬁrst time experi-
mental evidence that water can contribute to an increase in the TTET
electronic coupling between the donor and acceptor triplet states via
superexchange. The involvement of the water bridge in the TTET pro-
cess, which in PCP occurs with unity efﬁciency, represents an example
of great relevance and a model for forthcoming investigations on this
issue.
This study constitutes a promising framework for calculations of the
TTET coupling, which are currently underway, combining in-silico treat-
ments with spectroscopic evidence. This procedure will employ the
geometries and electronic structures validated by ESEEM experiments,
including explicit water-mediated electronic coupling. Starting fromthe PCP antenna complex, it can be extended to the study of TTET in
natural antenna complexes of higher structural complexity, for which
potential bridging protein residues have already been identiﬁed in the
X-ray structures [64,91]. In a more general perspective, identiﬁcation
of super-exchange mediators in TTET is an important issue since this
process plays a key role in natural and artiﬁcial photosynthesis: elucida-
tion of the details of the mechanisms is fundamental in designing sys-
tems that not only efﬁciently harvest light but likewise photoprotect
the system from singlet oxygen formation.
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